TOP FACTS ABOUT RAINBOW TRUST

Did you know:
Rainbow Trust is 30 years old this year

10 + 10 + 10 =

Last year our Family Support Workers spent almost 3,000 hours with brothers and sisters of sick children

Last year Rainbow Trust helped a record 1,958 families

Most of the children referred to Rainbow Trust are 10 and under

A donation of £24 would pay for an hour of care to a family in need

This year, 53 people ran the London Marathon to raise money for Rainbow Trust - that's 1,388 miles altogether

350 volunteers give their time to help Rainbow Trust.

Parents: we want to help more families, visit rainbowtrust.org.uk to find out how you can help us.

>> PRINT OUT AND KEEP

RAINBOW TRUST ACTIVITY SHEET

Word search:
Balloon colour/door extra fee/door spot the differences:

Answers:

Rainbow Trust supporting families with a seriously ill child
Help Family Support Worker Janet take Charlie to a hospital appointment.
Circle the five differences in the pictures below.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

1. Cut out the red square below
2. Fold into a triangle
3. Fold up the points to the top
4. Turn over and fold in the corners

SPRING TIME TULIP

Ask a grown-up to help you make a beautiful spring time picture.

1. Cut out the red square below
2. Fold into a triangle
3. Fold up the points to the top
4. Turn over and fold in the corners
I Spy with my little eye...

Keep your eyes open for this one. Tick the boxes when you spy these pictures.

- Pen
- Red flower
- Shopping basket
- Van
- Ladybird
- Balloon

How many balloons can you find on this activity sheet? 30

RUN
SKYDIVE
CYCLE
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